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Important Note to Subscribers
It  is our great pleasure to announce some important and exciting changes coming to Canadian Military History (cmh).
First of all, thank you to our subscribers for supporting the 
journal. Over the past two and a half decades, cmh has become the 
premiere venue for scholars and researchers interested in the military 
history of Canada. Until now, publication has only been possible via 
paid subscription.
Over the past year, several things have happened which have 
caused us to re-evaluate our distribution model. First of all, we have 
noticed a significant change in the way in which Canadians are 
accessing cm h . As of May 2015, readers download an average of 2,000 
articles from our cmh website each month— nearly 66 articles a day. 
This follows known trends in the publication industry as libraries and 
users increasingly look online for content. In a related development, 
the cost of print publication and distribution has continued to rise to 
the point where paper publication would no longer be feasible without 
significant and prohibitive changes to our fee structure. We are 
now at a point where the number of people accessing cmh online is 
exponentially greater than the number of people paying to subscribe 
to the journal.
Therefore, the editors of cmh and the lcmsds Advisory Board 
have decided to cease regular paper publication and distribution of 
Canadian Military History in favour of a freely available, online 
edition that will increase readership. This is in keeping with our not- 
for-profit mission of communicating research about Canada’s military
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history to as wide a general and specialized readership as possible. 
All back issues of the journal as well as new issues are now available 
for free online at http://scholars.wlu.ca/cmh/. We encourage 
subscribers, including libraries, to bookmark and link to this website.
We understand that this will come as a disappointment to many 
of our long-time readers and we are sorry for that. Therefore we are 
offering to make accommodations for long-time journal subscribers 
who still wish to receive a print copy. If you have subscribed to 
cmh for more than five years and wish to receive a print copy, we 
can send you a black-and-white photocopy of the journal on 
8.5x11 paper with a large font size. Please note that this will 
be a photocopy of the online journal, not a bound colour journal as 
before. This will enable you to read the articles if you cannot access 
the internet and will be offered on a cost recovery basis.
If you are interested in receiving this print version of the journal, 
please write to us at the address below with your name and mailing 
address, enclosing a cheque for $50.00 made out to Wilfrid Laurier 
University. We look forward to seeing our other subscribers online.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at:
Mark Humphries
Editor, Canadian Military History
Wilfrid Laurier University
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 3C5
Tel: 519 884 0710 x. 3309
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From the Editors
T his specia l  issue is the first of several over the next couple of years that will focus on the First World War to mark the 
centenary of that conflict. It brings together articles that re-examine 
or re-interpret important themes in the historiography of the first 
year of Canada’s Great War.
Remarkably, even 100 years on, we have limited information on 
the people that served in the Canadian Expeditionary Force and 
recent scholarship by Johnathan Vance has suggested that our 
assumptions, based largely on studies completed in the 1920s, may 
not be as accurate as once thought. In our first section, “Voluntarism 
and the Road to Conscription,” Chris Sharpe, who published the first 
detailed examination of the demography and make-up of the cef in 
the 1980s, revisits his earlier work, updating his conclusions based on 
substantial new research. A  regional analysis of enlistment patterns 
leads Sharpe to conclude that conscription was indeed necessary to 
fulfill the manpower requirements of the cef and was the logical 
outcome of early-war enlistment patterns. The second article follows 
a similar line of argument and reprints one of the foundational works 
in the discipline which will probably be familiar to readers: but this 
difficult to find but essential essay was first published in a small 
journal in the 1980s that ceased publication more than two decades 
ago and has not been digitized in the interim. Robert Craig Brown 
and Donald Loveridge’s “Unrequired Faith” examines the collapse 
of the voluntary spirit which Prime Minister Robert Borden and 
recruiting officials hoped in 1914-15 would sustain the Canadian
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war effort overseas. Of course this was not the case and conscription 
was eventually brought in under the Military Service Act (1917) as 
English-Canadians accused French-Canadians of “not doing their 
bit.” We conclude this section of the special issue with the text of 
a lecture by Professor Desmond Morton which re-examines French 
Canadian participation in the war and offers a counterpoint to this 
persistent myth. Although Morton draws no firm conclusions about 
why voluntarism failed in Quebec, he makes it clear that French 
Canadians were not as reluctant to participate in the war as is 
sometimes thought while also questioning the argument that Sir Sam 
Hughes failed to make the proper appeals to Quebec. As is often 
the case, the truth is more complicated and Morton leaves us with 
questions rather than answers.
The second section, “Going to War” features two case studies 
which make clear that getting Canadians to join up and go overseas 
was a difficult business in any part of the country. Above all else, 
these pieces highlight the importance of identity, region, and local 
context all of which must be considered when examining enlistment 
rates and patterns of recruiting— generalizations across ethnic, socio­
economic groups, and regional lines are clearly more problematic than 
once thought. Roger Sarty and Lee Windsor begin by looking at the 
role of the pre-war Canadian militia in recruiting and early combat 
through the lens of artillery units in New Brunswick, arguing that the 
militia structure provided an efficient and sound framework around 
which to mobilize recruits for overseas service. They suggest that the 
cohesion, identity, and experience provided by pre-war training and 
personal associations helped facilitate the successful transition of the 
New Brunswick artillery to a war footing during the Second Battle of 
Ypres. Matt Baker next turns our attention to southwestern Ontario 
and the second phase of recruiting which targeted British subjects 
living in Canada, most of whom were not members of the active 
militia. While the prewar militia might have provided a strong nucleus 
for early recruiting efforts, Baker finds that recruiters struggled to 
appeal to Canadian-born British subjects living in Chatham which 
again highlights the importance of regional identity and local context 
even in “loyal” Ontario.
In the third section, “The Second Battle of Ypres: Myth and 
Memory,” we present two pieces that re-examine perceptions of the 
battle at the fiftieth and hundredth anniversaries. The first essay, the 
text of a speech given by G.W.L. Nicholson after the publication of his
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official history Canadian Expeditionary Force, 1914-1919, provides 
a glimpse of what scholars thought about the battle at the fiftieth 
anniversary in 1965. Nicholson’s essay adds little in the way of new 
factual information but it acts as an excellent synopsis of the battle 
that also sheds light on the official historian’s personal views on the 
subject as relayed to an informal audience. Ryan Flavelle provides an 
interesting counterpoint to Nicholson, looking at the battle and how 
it has been commemorated, used, adopted, and remembered over 
the previous century, demonstrating that memory and meaning have 
shifted and changed over time. History, he reminds us, is distinct 
from memory and commemoration is an evolving ritual.
Our fourth section, titled “The Canadian Corps at War,” looks 
at the nature and consequences of trench warfare in comparison to 
the more heated and better known periods of active operations. Colin 
Garnett begins with a detailed study of trench raiding and more 
specifically the ways in which the lessons learned in minor operations 
fed into larger tactical developments. Trench raiding, he argues, was 
a laboratory in which new weapons and tactics could be tried and 
proven before being incorporated into battle giving new meaning 
to the often ignored “lulls” between major operations. Bill Stewart 
shows that even minor operations could have dramatic effects on 
the efficiency and organization of Canadian units. The Canadian 
Mounted Rifles, he argues, had a long and proud tradition in Canada 
but proved unsuited to the type of warfare practiced on the Western 
Front in 1915. The shortcomings they exhibited during 2nd Canadian 
Division’s minor operations in December 1915 confirmed that it 
had been necessary to convert them into infantry— the tradition of 
Canadian Mounted Rifles had run its course. Finally, Richard Holt 
provides an important contribution to our understanding of the ways 
in which evacuated casualties were managed in England and then 
re-integrated into the cef in France and Belgium. While historians 
have paid significant attention to the tactical learning curve, Holt 
argues, they have all but ignored the important administrative 
learning process that underpinned the growing efficiency of the c e f . 
The administrative mechanisms examined by Holt have received 
little attention from Canadian historians and we hope that his 
fascinating article will provoke readers to conduct more research into 
the administrative mechanisms of the c e f .
This issue is rounded out with two feature articles by Roman 
Jarymowycz and Debra Nash-Chambers on Montreal’s experience
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and memory of the Second Battle of Ypres and the life and legacy of 
poet John McCrae who wrote his famous In Flanders Fields while 
working at Essex Farm dressing station north of Ypres during the 
latter phases of the fighting. Our Canadian War Museum section 
includes a piece by Craig Mantle on contemporary Canadian war 
art which continues the legacy established by Sir Max Aitken (Lord 
Beaverbrook) during the Great War and reminds us that although 
much has changed over the previous hundred years, there are also 
continuities.
In this issue, Canadian Military History also introduces a 
new feature in which we reproduce an important document from 
the Canadian War Museum archival collection which remains 
underutilized by scholars. In this issue, we focus on the personal 
papers of Sir Richard Turner, a remarkable source for historians, and 
what they can tell us about his experience at the Second Battle of 
Ypres— as well as controversies about the veracity of the documentary 
evidence that has survived from the battle. For the first time we are 
also including book reviews within the published pages of Canadian 
Military History. Long-time readers will recall that these used to be 
included as a separate supplement to the journal and were recently 
published on our website. Including them here in the journal more 
fully integrates the reviews into the journal reflecting the important 
contribution that they make to the discipline.
We hope readers will find the articles in this issue as illuminating 
as we have. They have provoked us to rethink what we think we 
know about the first year of Canada’s Great War and are typical 
of the quality of scholarship currently being produced by Canadian 
researchers. Our next special feature will be published in the fall of 
2016 focusing on the Battle of the Somme, lesser known operations, 
as well as the life of Canadian soldiers and the memory of the war.
m ark Hum phries, edi tor-in-chief 
lyndsay  rosen th al, managing editor
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